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WELCO M E
At this point in the evening, you’re likely to either be taking a quiet moment to peruse this year’s Awards
brochure as the party gets into full swing, or possibly you’re in the back of a taxi at the end of a fantastic
night and you’ve delved into the goodie bag to reflect on this year’s winners.
As you do so, perhaps you could also consider that your team at BASE have been delivering and building
on the annual success of the Awards for 38 years now. Whilst the landscape has undoubtedly changed
and will continue to do so I hope you’ll agree, at the end of another fantastic celebration, that the category,
like the Awards themselves, remains as fresh, as exciting and as relevant as ever.
At BASE, you’ll hear the team talk a lot about innovation, collaboration and risk-taking. We believe that the
category thrives on these central tenets and we champion them in all their forms across both distribution
and retail. We hope you agree that this is reflected in this year’s awards line-up – whether you’re considering
the new Creative Marketing Initiative of the Year award, the Campaign of the Year for Catalogue: Digital
Product award or the celebration of the diverse retail ecosystems you’ve seen this evening.
Even more excitingly, the awards foster joy, congratulation and, yes, even debate, but after 38 years they are
also still delivering firsts. With 42 sector-spanning organisations delivering a breath-taking calibre of entry,
our judges continue to be blown away by the creativity, passion and knowledge on display and we are
thrilled to welcome a number of first timers to this year’s shortlist in acknowledgement of that.
Whether you’re clutching an award or not, you’re reading this because you’re a critical part of a wonderful
industry and for that, I offer each and every one of you the sincerest of congratulations as we collectively
look forward to another, even bolder, 12 months.

LIZ BALES
Chief Executive, British Association for Screen Entertainment
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TH ANKS
A big thank you from everyone at BASE to the
following individuals and organisations for
helping to make the BASE Awards 2018 another
huge success:
-	To all of our sponsors for their generous
collaboration
-	All of the judges and moderators for their
expertise, professionalism and time
-	Delga for printing the evening’s tickets, menus
and this programme
-	Creo for producing all signage for the event
-	Sam Stagnell, Chloe Brown, Ian Robinson and
the team at Premier for all event production

-	The team at Once Upon A Time for the
awards creative
-	To Julie Harriss for sponsorship support
-	Cue Entertainment and The Raygun for their
ongoing promotional support
As ever, we would especially also like to thank all of
our members and everyone who has supported and
attended the BASE Awards 2018, it is your event
and we hope you had fun!
With best wishes,
THE BASE TEAM

AWARDS AND ENTERTAINMENT SPONSORS

AWARDS PARTNERS
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CHARIT Y PARTNER
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M EET yo u r HOST
The BASE Awards is proud to welcome back

CLAUDIA WINKLEMAN

as our host for the 2018 BASE Awards.

This will be the fourth consecutive year that broadcaster
and journalist Claudia has worked with the BASE team
and we’re sure you agree that her mix of razor wit and
genuine passion for the category makes her the perfect
partner once again.
Best known for co-presenting Strictly Come Dancing
alongside Tess Daly, Claudia has twice been nominated
for a TV BAFTA for Best Entertainment Performance
during her tenure on the hit BBC show. Most recently,
she has also fronted Britain’s Best Cook in the company
of fellow national treasure Mary Berry. She presented the
BBC’s flagship film programme between 2010 and 2016,
as well as hosting BBC2’s The Great British Sewing Bee.
When she’s not presiding over TV’s most famous
dancefloor or otherwise gracing our TV screens, Claudia
can also be found hitting the airwaves to present her
BBC Radio 2 show on Sunday evenings, Claudia on
Sunday. Aside from a burgeoning array of broadcast
appearances, Claudia also writes her own style column
for The Sunday Times, having previously also written for
The Independent and Metro. She remains a familiar face
in the charitable sector too, continuing to co-host both
Red Nose Day and Sport Relief.
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M EET th e 2 018 M O D ERATO RS

ANDY ANDERSON

BOB AUGER

CATHERINE ANDERSON

Visual - New Release
and Chart Manager

Digital Media Consultant

Head of Communications

DEAN RUSSELL

MELANIE NICHOL AS

MONICA CHADHA

Founder

Independent Marketing
Consultant

Non-Executive Director
and Executive Coach

HMV Retail

Win That Pitch
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Newmérique
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BBFC

Mocha 8

M EET th e 2 018 J U D GE S

ALISON CRINION

ANDREA AYRE

ANDREW L AUGHLIN

Communications Director

Corporate
Communications Manager

Principal Researcher/Writer

– Ireland

B&Q

BARBARA FEENEY

BEN LAWRENCE

CAMILL A MARKHAM

Head of Trade Marketing
& Communications

Co-Founder

European Head of
Marketing & PR

Industr y Trust for IP Awareness

Mail Metro Media

#BASEAWARDS18

Bope Ltd

Which?

HTC
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EDITH BOWMAN

GENNARO CASTALDO

JOANNE WEBB

Broadcaster

Director, Communications

Independent Consultant

JULIAN MONAGHAN

K ATIE BAKER

KERRY NORTCLIFFE

Head of Prime Video, Store

Head of Strategic
Omni-Channel Innovation

Sales Marketing Manager

Amazon

#BASEAWARDS18

BPI

Samsung Elec tronics UK Ltd
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IMDb

LEE SEARS

LOUISE VAUGHAN

LOUISE WATKINS

Vice President, Head of
Trading & Partnerships

Managing Director
Teneo Blue Rubicon

Senior Buying Manager Film,
T V & Music

LYNN LI

MATT RISLEY

NICK KEEGAN

Director of Marketing and
Communications

Digital Director

Independent Consultant

Viacom International Media Networks

ERA

#BASEAWARDS18

MT V International
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Tesco Plc

NICK RYLANCE

ORLANDO PARFITT

TOM LINAY

Head of Film

Senior Editor - Online

Head of Film

IT V Studios

Screen International

Digital Cinema Media

TRICIA SCOTT
Head of Platform Promotion
and Support
Virgin Media
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Proud sponsors of the BASE Awards:
— Title of the year
— Distributor of the year
Congratulations to all of tonight’s winners
Check out the Official Video Charts each
and every week at OfficialCharts.com

AWARDS 2018

DISTRIBUTOR
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

DISTRIBUTOR of T H E Y E A R

WINNER

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
BASED ON SALES VALUE IN
2017, AS PROVIDED BY THE
OFFICIAL CHARTS COMPANY

Universal Pictures took the spoils in 2017, leading the way in physical sales for six
months across the year. The studio ruled the roost in terms of volume and value
share, taking an impressive 19.7 per cent share of volume or 16.2 million units,
and generated £135.3 million in retail disc sales value.
Universal’s success was powered by a diverse slate, which included a strong mix
of original content such as Sing and Get Out, alongside returning franchises such
as Bridget Jones’s Baby, Fast & Furious 8 and Fifty Shades Darker.
The studio’s continuous flow of strong content in 2017 saw them ranked number
one for volume sales across Film, Pre-school/school-age and Sports & Fitness
whilst ranking second and third within the Music and TV genres, making them
the only distributor to achieve such an accolade and cementing its performance
throughout the year.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS18
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AWARDS 2018

TITLE
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

TITLE of T H E Y E A R

WINNER
BEAUTY AND
THE BEAST

THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
BASED ON SALES VALUE IN
2017, AS PROVIDED BY THE
OFFICIAL CHARTS COMPANY

More than 25 years since the release of the original animated classic,
Beauty And The Beast is still captivating audiences everywhere, a fact which
helped The Walt Disney Company’s live action remake waltz to the top of
the charts in 2017. Director Bill Condon, along with Emma Watson as Belle
and Dan Stevens as The Beast, delivered an instant classic that went on to
sell more than 1.55 million copies across physical and digital to take the
crown as the best-selling video title of the year.
The timeless tale captivated audiences however they engaged with it,
with 74 per cent turning to DVD and 13 per cent opting for Blu-ray, with
physical sales constituting to a consumer spend in excess of £13.5 million.
The remaining 13 per cent of Disney fans sought the title out on digital
platforms to round out a truly fairy tale performance.

SPONSORED BY
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FANCY A FROZEN
COCKTAIL?

AWARDS 2018

PHYSICAL RETAILER
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

P HYSICAL R E TA I L E R o f T H E Y E A R

WINNER
HMV

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
In what Council and the judges recognised as a volatile marketplace, they
felt that HMV was a truly worthy winner in this category, having grown its
overall market share through a range of impressive efforts. They also felt that
HMV’s in-store offering left it well-placed to take on any challenges it may
face as that marketplace continues to evolve.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

MORRISONS

SAINSBURY’S

TESCO
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AWARDS 2018

ONLINE PHYSICAL
RETAILER
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

ONLINE P HY SI CA L R E TA I LE R
o f THE YEAR

WINNER
AMAZON

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
The BASE Council and all of this category’s judges were in complete agreement
that Amazon was a worthy winner. Service, range and price conspired to deliver
a compelling consumer experience that was considered to be second to none
in the online ecosystem, going a long way to explaining why the service is the
online retailer of choice for so many.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

ZAVVI

ZOOM.CO.UK
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“HERE’S TO
ICONIC
MOMENTS”

AWARDS 2018

DIGITAL RETAILER
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

DIGITAL R E TA I L E R
o f THE YEAR

WINNER
AMAZON

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
Amazon’s impressive breadth of offering and support along with its ability to
offer a wide range of titles both old and new is what edged Amazon over the
line in this category. The judges and BASE Council all recognised the retailer’s
importance in the digital arena and felt bound to reward its effectiveness
and ambition.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

ITUNES

SKY STORE
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© 2016 Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment LLC.
All Rights Reserved.

THIS IS THE MOMENT
LADIES AND GENTS

YOU’VE WAITED FOR

HAVE A GREAT EVENING

AWARDS 2018

DIGITAL
RETAILER INNOVATION
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

DIGITAL R E TA I L E R
INNOVAT I O N of T H E Y E A R

WINNER

SKY STORE
VIP PROGRAMME

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
This was the first time a digital client has landed such an innovative, successful
and impactful loyalty programme to this scale and for that reason the BASE
Council and this category’s judges agreed that Sky was a worthy winner.
Sky VIP is a scheme designed to reward long-term existing customers with
freebies and prizes, with the added bonus either of driving the consumer base
to use the Sky Store for the first time or of increasing the number of purchases
being made on the service. The judges felt that the Sky VIP Programme deserved
to be recognised and celebrated for encouraging a change in consumer habits
as well as for championing digital content in a truly effective, largescale way.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

AMAZON PRIME MEMBER DEALS

YOUTUBE – BUY ON YOUTUBE FUNCTIONALITY
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H IGH LY COM M E N D E D

SKY STORE VIP WELCOME GIFT

#BASEAWARDS18
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IN-STORE THEATRE
INITIATIVE
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

IN-STO R E T HE AT R E
INITIAT I VE of T H E Y E A R

WINNER

SAINSBURY’S – SING
(NOMINATED BY
UNIVERSAL PICTURES)

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
The home entertainment release of Universal Pictures animation title Sing allowed
Sainsbury’s to make an unprecedented song and dance with its in-store execution,
creating a great sense of theatre and excitement the customer couldn’t help but
feel part of.
The use of an interactive display featuring a built-in chip and in-store karaoke
machine encouraging children to sing along to the film meant that this campaign
felt highly innovative. More than that, Sainsbury’s superb efforts saw a measurable
uplift in sales and a return on investment which the judges felt only added to a
superb, celebratory initiative.

SPONSORED BY
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H IG HLY CO M M E N D E D

HMV RETAIL LTD
THE PREMIUM
COLLECTION

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
After noticing a decline in catalogue re-issues from studios, HMV launched
The Premium Collection, which became a home for new to Blu-ray or re-issues
of the best, most revered classics and cult favourites, with packaging to celebrate
each title.
The judges agreed that the range was brilliant and should be highly commended
for creating an innovative way to promote catalogue. The range enjoyed 39
releases in 2017 with its first full year performance exceeding all expectations.

#BASEAWARDS18
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

SAINSBURY’S
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
(NOMINATED BY
THE WALT DISNEY
COMPANY)

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Sainsbury’s home entertainment launch of The Walt Disney Company’s
Beauty And The Beast saw customers become Lumiere’s guest as they tried out
a new and unique VR experience. The retailer’s bold in-store initiative did an
excellent job of telling the story of the film with superb attention to detail driving
customers to purchase.
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AWARDS 2018

PHYSICAL RETAILER
INNOVATION
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

P HYSICAL R E TA I L E R
INNOVAT I O N of T H E Y E A R

WINNER

HMV – TOP 100 TV

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
The judges and Council agreed that HMV’s Top 100 TV initiative was comfortably
the broadest campaign in this category given that it was formed with the
inclusion of shop floor staff and customers. The resulting breadth of the
campaign meant that there really was something for everyone.
HMV did an excellent job of creating an initiative that benefitted a huge range
of titles from distributors of all scales and across the category. Utilising customer
conversations online to drive awareness of the campaign whilst also leveraging
the expertise of HMV staff to determine the top 100 TV titles was a fantastic
exercise not only in boosting staff engagement but also in socially led marketing
innovation that really made the initiative stand out.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

HMV – ALIEN COVENANT LIFECYCLE

HMV – THE PREMIUM COLLECTION
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The Entertainment Quiz committee, formed by members of BASE, Lee & Thompson,
Lionsgate, Paramount, Pulse, Snapchat, The Telegraph, Universal and Way to Blue
invites you to attend the 3rd annual

ENTERTAINMENT
QUIZ OF THE YEAR
Thursday 27th September 2018, 18:30
Plaisterers’ Hall, One London Wall, London EC2Y 5JU
in support of actionforchildren.org.uk

Enjoy an evening of food, unlimited wine and beer served to your table and the chance
to steal the ‘Ultimate Entertainment Team’ trophy from last year’s winners, Disney.
Tables available from £2,500 for tables of ten

To book, please contact us:
Tel: 07850 929 805 Email: entertainmentquiz@actionforchildren.org.uk
actionforchildren.org.uk/entertainmentquiz

AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR FOR
SPECIAL INTEREST
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y E A R F O R
S P E CIAL I N T E R E ST

WINNER
89

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
The physical and digital home entertainment campaign created for 89 captured
and maintained fans, wider consumers and press attention to make it one of the
best-selling sports films of the decade in the UK.
Universal Pictures did an excellent job at tapping into grassroots fans and new
audiences alike. And the fact that the number of copies sold was the same as
the number of seats in the Emirate’s Stadium made for some nicely poetic data.
An ambitious social strategy and an innovative use of screens not seen
elsewhere in this category helped make 89 stand out from the crowd as a
worthy winner.

SPONSORED BY
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H I GH LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

MICKY FLANAGAN
AN’ ANOTHER FING…

GEORGE BEST:
ALL BY HIMSELF

SPIRIT ENTERTAINMENT LTD

DOGWOOF

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Micky Flanagan is the first major comedian to self-publish
a home entertainment release. Working directly with
Flanagan gave Spirit Entertainment unrivalled direct
access to his fan base, as well as allowing them to fully
utilise his social channels, mailing lists and advertisements
on Arena screens to drive major pre-release awareness.

Having enjoyed a strong critical response during its
limited theatrical release, Dogwoof had plenty to work
with as they released George Best: All By Himself to home
entertainment. The judges felt that the team delivered
an expertly planned strategy across all platforms to land
a campaign that performed brilliantly against all of its
benchmarks.

The judges felt it was fantastic to see Spirit capitalise on
Micky’s involvement throughout the campaign, especially
given his stature as one of the UK’s biggest comic talents.
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AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR TV
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y E A R
FOR TV

WINNER
THE CROWN:
SEASON 1

SONY PICTURES
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Sony Pictures Home Entertainment’s campaign for The Crown: Season 1
demonstrated that they knew the market inside and out, not only in terms
of who had but also who hadn’t seen the show already. The use of both above
and below-the-line, social and experiential techniques, such as the Royal
Banquet, is what led the judges to declare that this was a “cracking” winner
in this category.
Given the title had been on Netflix for a considerable time, the judges agreed
that what was achieved with this campaign was truly impressive. They felt that
Sony did incredibly well with very little, showcasing creativity and innovation
along the way. It was clear that Sony knew where and how each stage of the
campaign would work, with the use of the Royal calendar seen as evidence
of precise, targeted marketing.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

BLUE PLANET II

DUNKIRK

BBC WORLDWIDE

ARROW FILMS

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Blue Planet II was the most-watched TV programme of 2017
and drawing on learning’s from Planet Earth II’s campaign,
which targeted a younger audience, BBC Worldwide
deepened the social strategy on both its owned channels
and through influencer and digital talent outreach.
The campaign for Blue Planet II was delivered extremely
well across all bases and it was also clear that a high-level
of additional campaign activity was achieved.
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Released on DVD 11 days ahead of Christopher Nolan’s
blockbuster, Arrow Films’ release of the 2004 three-part
BBC drama was beautifully re-imagined with an epic
sleeve inspired by the new movie poster.
Arrow’s campaign made the most of the opportunity and
leveraged everything that was available to them to deliver
a strong commercial performance.

#BASEAWARDS18

H IGH LY COM M E N D E D

TROLLS HOLIDAY SPECIAL
UNIVERSAL PICTURES

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Universal Pictures’ campaign for Trolls Holiday Special was
wonderful, with the judges agreeing that the studio once
again did a great deal with relatively little and produced a
brilliant piece of work.
To ensure ownership resonated for this 24-minute festive
TV special, they created an added-value product to
incentivise consumers to purchase and built an event
marketing campaign that saw the studio collaborate with
a number of leading FMCG brands.

#BASEAWARDS18
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PR / PUBLICITY
INITIATIVE
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

P R / P U BL I C I TY I N I T I ATI V E
o f THE YEAR

WINNER

SMURFS:
THE LOST VILLAGE
SONY PICTURES
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Sony Pictures’ PR initiative for Smurfs: The Lost Village has been rewarded for its
superb originality and precision targeting that was in evidence throughout the
campaign. Using consumer research to discover the problems that parents face
when needing to keep kids entertained over the summer holidays, Sony Pictures
launched a fully-immersive, digitally-led campaign that featured augmented
reality and a range of highly creative activations to help children find the Lost
Village in their own back garden.
The strategy paid dividends, not only distracting children over the holidays,
but also helping Sony to admirably position The Lost Village to become one
of the must-have titles of the summer.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

CULT OF CHUCKY

TRANSFORMERS:
THE LAST KNIGHT

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

PARAMOUNT PICTURES UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Capitalising on the popularity of shareable content and
Halloween makeup, Universal Pictures worked with
YouTube influencer Ellimacs to create a “Get the Chucky
look” tutorial, placed exclusively with Metro.co.uk and
supported with strong social activity. Tapping into a huge
online trend, the tutorial also delivered fantastic coverage
for Chucky’s latest outing, reaching 15 million new and
existing fans and helping to reinvigorate the longstanding
horror franchise in a truly cost-effective manner.

Paramount Pictures’ campaign looked to reignite the
excitement and passion of the UK’s many dedicated
Transformers fans, something that was done through the
smart reassessment of assets available from the film’s
theatrical release. Judges were most notably impressed
with the national tour bus, which was seen as an inclusive
way of extending the reach of the promotional activity
surrounding the film’s home entertainment release.
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Paramount Pictures effectively navigated any and all
challenges facing them ahead of the campaign to deliver
a superb level of coverage and an initiative worthy of
high commendation.

#BASEAWARDS18

AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR CATALOGUE:
SINGLE PRODUCT
S P O N S O R E D BY

CAM PA I GN of T H E YE A R
FO R CATA LO G U E : SI N GL E P RO D U CT

WINNER
THE THING
ARROW FILMS

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Arrow Films’ campaign was clearly made with absolute love and far exceeded
all expectations. It featured a multi-SKU strategy, including a limited edition
and steelbook, and the team devoted hours to compile the perfect AV package,
including a new 4K restoration.
The initial announcement superseded all expectations as demand crashed
Arrow Films’ website and even broke Amazon. Sales continued incredibly well
across the standard release and it was voted Arrow fan’s No. 1 release of 2017.
This was a campaign worked on by a relatively small team, which saw fantastic
reaction online and it put the fans at the heart of the campaign. It was the pure
adoration that went into this campaign that made it stand out as the winner in
this category.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGH LY CO M M E N D E D

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND
SONY PICTURES HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
To celebrate the 40th anniversary of Spielberg’s muchloved classic, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment created
the definitive Collector’s Edition with premium interactive
packaging, new bonus materials and 4K content.
The execution of this campaign was exceptional, playing
on the nostalgia for the film by emphasising the iconic
moments, incentivising creative fan-made content and
creatively engaging influencers. The video game created
as part of the campaign was very well done, alongside
some of the more niche tactics used to make this title
stand out, such as targeting early adopters of 4K Ultra HD
to help drive this new format.

#BASEAWARDS18
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CO M M ENDED

CO M M E N D E D

PADDINGTON

THE PRINCESS BRIDE

STUDIOCANAL

LIONSGATE UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

StudioCanal clearly navigated and capitalised on the
theatrical release of Paddington 2 by creating a unique
opportunity to build the franchise and maximise catalogue
sales. The campaign demonstrated strong teamwork with
the theatrical team, sales teams and retailers all working
together to creatively build all opportunities.

Utilising the 30th anniversary of one of the most beloved
films of all time, Lionsgate executed a strong influencer
and social campaign to launch the film on DVD and
Blu-ray. The campaign demonstrated strong teamwork
and exceeded targets, with the judge’s keen to commend
the studio as a result.
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As proud sponsors of the
prestigious BASE Awards,
we would like to congratulate
all of this years nominees and winners.

The print specialist with the UK’s first

HP Indigo 12000HD
configured for packaging.
www.delga.co.uk
01634 227000
please follow us on:

#BASEAWARDS18

AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR CATALOGUE:
MULTIPLE PRODUCT
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y E A R
FOR CATA LO G U E : M ULTI P L E P RO D U CT

WINNER

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

THE MUMMY

Universal Pictures should be congratulated on what was a bold strategy of high
value and low volume. The sheer effort that went into coordinating a campaign
of this stand-out quality should not be understated, and Universal performed
unbelievably well from an operational point of view.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

The Super Collector packaging, along with the new partners brought in as part of
the stunning execution for this campaign is what the judges felt set it apart from
other entrants.

DRAFTING CAMPAIGN

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

HMV MULTI-BUY –
HMV LOVES ARROW VIDEO

ICONIC MOMENTS COLLECTION

ARROW FILMS

WARNER BROS. HOME
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Arrow Films should be highly commended for what was a
passionate campaign that showcased brilliant team work
to deliver stunning results from a very modest budget.

Warner Bros. Home Entertainment Group’s campaign
celebrated the quality and breadth of the studio’s
catalogue, focusing on the most memorable aspects
from each film. The campaign’s creative use of social
media to harness fan engagement from gamification to
conversation starters was brilliant. A great initiative for
an extension of a pre-existing campaign.

The “HMV Loves Arrow Video” campaign, which is Arrow
Films’ largest ever label promotion in a UK bricks and
mortar retailer, ran for eight weeks and was a multi-buy
offer that featured 100 Arrow Films video products across
DVD and Blu-ray.
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CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR CATALOGUE:
DIGITAL PRODUCT
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y E A R
FOR CATA LO G U E : DIG I TA L P RO D U CT

WINNER

DISNEY SUMMER DAYS
FAMILY NIGHTS
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
The Walt Disney Company have been awarded for creating one of the largest
branded catalogue promotions in the digital download market, which did a
superb job at attracting new audiences into digital ownership through the use
of eye-catching campaign creative and marketing activity.
The cross-channel activity used for this campaign, which included social
media, broadcast VOD and the use of Disney Junior Linear TV was really slick
and it was evident that they had made great use of the assets available to
them, as well as nailing the execution of the campaign through its first-class
targeting of families to encourage digital ownership.

SPONSORED BY
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H I GH LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

GENRE COLLECTIONS

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
(DIGITAL INITIATIVE)

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WARNER BROS. HOME ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment was
highly commended for creating an excellent
education platform to build digital ownership,
particularly in terms of driving frequency of purchase.
The range of titles in the campaign paid dividends
across a number of verticals and the judges
applauded a thoughtful and innovative campaign.

Warner Bros. Home Entertainment Group have been
commended for creating an initiative that produced
great return on investment. The studio did an excellent
job at shaping a year-long campaign based around
key calendar moments that fans could react to, as well
as generating organic interaction with fans. Taking this
approach resulted in an “always on” presence for the
catalogue and created enthusiasm to buy.
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AWARDS 2018

CREATIVE MARKETING
INITIATIVE
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

C REATIV E M A R KE T I N G I N I TI ATI V E
o f THE YEAR

WINNER

I, DANIEL BLAKE
ENTERTAINMENT ONE

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS18

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
One of the new additions to the BASE Awards for 2018, this category enjoyed a
fantastic level of engagement, with a host of worthy nominations making judging
no easy task, but it was eOne’s initiative for I, Daniel Blake that ultimately edged
out the competition.
The release of I, Daniel Blake was a cultural milestone that sparked intense national
debate, ironically increasing eOne’s challenge when it came to refreshing the
campaign for the film’s home entertainment release. Taking a new approach to
market the film to a digital audience, eOne did an excellent job of setting up the
EST release.
The launch of the “How to Make a Ken Loach Film” interactive documentary on the
iTunes App Store helped to extend the film’s background, as well as giving more
identity to and engagement with the legendary filmmaker. The in-app film tutorial
was cleverly done and added an extra element to a prudent yet deeply creative
campaign, making I, Daniel Blake a deserving inaugural winner of this category.
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H I GH LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

HIDDEN FIGURES

DANTDM ON TOUR

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

BBC WORLDWIDE

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Through its partnerships with the likes of EDF Energy
and the Science Museum, the quality of the teaching aids
created with Into Film and the execution of an overall
superb campaign, the judges felt that Twentieth Century
Fox Home Entertainment’s marketing initiative for
Hidden Figures deserved high commendation.

BBC Worldwide was commended for delivering a smart
and well-polished campaign around the release of
DanTDM On Tour. Having the UK’s number two YouTuber
land on home entertainment platforms was seen as a
positive move for the category, especially considering
DanTDM’s target audience are predominantly children
aged between 5 and 10, who aren’t stereotypical DVD
consumers. BBC Worldwide nevertheless appealed
superbly to this audience by creating engaging and
innovative packaging using AR technology that bought
the show’s characters to life using a mobile device.

This was a campaign for a film that was wrapped in history
and of particular relevance in today’s society. Although
educational campaigns aren’t new, the Fox team’s
initiative pushed the boundaries of traditional marketing
campaigns by not only educating but also empowering
younger viewers, taking interaction with a student
audience in a new and extraordinarily positive direction.
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AWARDS 2018

SUPPLIER
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

S U P PLIER of T H E Y E A R

WINNER

CINRAM NOVUM
NOMINATED BY SKY STORE UK

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS18

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Cinram Novum have helped to deliver truly game-changing technology to the
industry through the development and implementation of Sky’s Buy & Keep,
something that the judges felt has gone a long way to support high volume,
multi-faceted content delivery.
In delivering a cost-effective and efficient solution to the management of
increasing volumes of physical media to consumers through Sky’s Buy & Keep
offering, Cinram Novum have not only maintained high levels of service to Sky
and other clients, they have also provided crucial support during the roll-out
of this retail success story. Managing all aspects of software development and
implementation, the company also reacted superbly to the positive challenges
of an increase in order loads during Sky’s significant launch marketing activity.
In delivering a true first-of-its-kind product, Cinram Novum have made a
significant impact and helped at once to lift and excite the category through
peerless execution and expertise.
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

SILK FACTORY

TEA

NOMINATED BY HBO
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

NOMINATED BY 20TH CENTURY FOX HOME
ENTERTAINMENT AND WARNER BROS.
HOME ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Silk Factory are relatively new to the market and are best
known for tailoring all of their creative to the relevant
audience and platform to deliver the most engaging
content possible. It was this approach that saw HBO
Home Entertainment choose to work with Silk Factory on
the International Social and AV campaign for the home
entertainment release of Game of Thrones Season 7,
which resulted in the most successful year of sales to date
for the popular TV series.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
TEA has worked with a number of studios over the
years consistently landing exciting and creative work to
promote new releases and drive sales. Notable mentions
were given to the Minding the Gap campaign with Warner
and The Mind Games with Fox. The creative agency’s
collaborative approach to its category clients along with
its surfeit of consistently great ideas led to the team being
highly commended.

The judges felt that the agency is most certainly one to
watch out for in the future, having done extremely well
to deliver such a substantial and innovative campaign as
newcomers to the industry.
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H IGH LY COM M E N D E D

ZERO DEGREES WEST

NOMINATED BY ENTERTAINMENT ONE

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Zero Degrees West have been highly commended for a first-class
level of creativity, use of video and interactive platforms to create
hyper-targeted campaigns. Using their experience across digital,
outdoor and print has seen the team create incredible assets
that are perfect for the digital-first world. An unrivalled home
entertainment market knowledge and film fan insight secures the
coverage and engagement their clients crave.

#BASEAWARDS18
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AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

–NON-THEATRICAL
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y E A R
FOR F ILM – N ON -T H E AT RI CA L

WINNER
THE HATTON
GARDEN JOB

SIGNATURE ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Signature Entertainment’s campaign for the film of the ‘crime of the century’ was
very cohesive and its opportunistic approach to PR was skillfully executed across
multiple moving parts. The judges felt that gaining access to the vault itself and
utilising it for the press junket was truly spectacular and a stroke of genius.
Fully financed and produced by Signature Entertainment, the film over-delivered
against its numbers thanks to the energy of a small team and on a relatively small
budget. It was the speed and skill around this initiative which made for a terrific
campaign with the feel of a big theatrical release.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS18
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

CULT OF CHUCKY

KENNY

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

SPIRIT ENTERTAINMENT LTD

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Premiering as the opening film at London Frightfest,
Universal Pictures created a well-executed campaign
that was clever, effective and well positioned in
appealing to core franchise fans, generating new
interest and mass appeal for a long-standing franchise.

Spirit Entertainment worked in collaboration with Kenny
Dalglish himself and Liverpool FC to create a campaign
that reached over 30 million Liverpool FC fans. Through
the use of social media, LFCTV, match day programmes
and personal TV appearances from Kenny Dalglish, the
team pulled off a bold and ambitious campaign that built
on the valuable collaboration with Liverpool FC.
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AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

UP TO £1M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CAM PA I GN of T H E YE A R
FOR FILM UP TO £1M BOX OFFICE

WINNER

WHISKY GALORE!
ARROW FILMS

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
The way the team at Arrow Films repositioned Whisky Galore! utilising talent,
artwork and timings of the campaign was exceptional and is what made this
campaign stand out from the rest of the category.
A targeted and creative approach paid off handsomely, with particular appreciation
given by the judges to the spot-on partnership with Oddbins, whose in-store
whisky promotion showed a clear understanding of every aspect of the campaign
and of the audience it aimed to reach.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGH LY COM M E N D E D

THE RED TURTLE
STUDIOCANAL

RESIDENT EVIL:
THE FINAL CHAPTER

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

StudioCanal’s campaign for what was an entirely
dialogue-free film created using traditional hand-drawn
animation, rather than modern CGI, utilised the stunning
artwork to create a beautiful campaign. A targeted
release, albeit one with tough deliverables, the campaign
saw StudioCanal shape a multi-faceted strategy across
media and social that was complimented by in-store and
digital support.

With the sixth film in the Resident Evil saga, Sony Pictures
Home Entertainment did a superb job of maximising
the promotion of this film through its well-considered
partnerships, such as with Comic Con. The campaign’s
aim was to convert the film’s fans to ownership and reach
fans of the hugely popular gaming franchise, which was
achieved by dialing up the gaming heritage through
its partnership with PlayStation and releasing the film
alongside an immersive escape room experience for key
media and influencers.

#BASEAWARDS18

SONY PICTURES HOME ENTERTAINMENT
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AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

£1M-£4.99M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y E A R
FOR FILM £1M-£4.99M BOX OFFICE

WINNER
MOTHER!

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Seen as one of the most divisive theatrical releases of 2017, polarising
audiences and critics alike, Universal Pictures were very smart with how and
who they marketed mother! to. They did an excellent job of tailoring the
campaign through the relatively new advertising platform, Teads.
Universal also used the fact that the film was seen by many as a niche release
by targeting a range of retailers, including Co-Op and WHSmith whilst still
ensuring on-brand mass market appeal to help the campaign cut through
others in the category.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS18
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H I GH LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

A STREET CAT NAMED BOB

THE GREAT WALL

SONY PICTURES HOME ENTERTAINMENT

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

The campaign for A Street Cat Named Bob did a superb
job of engaging with core fans of this incredible true
story. Sony Pictures Home Entertainment had clearly
thought of the creative elements for the campaign, as the
promotional merchandise, unique gifting range and the
creation of a fake online dating profile for Bob the cat all
added another dimension to the campaign.

Making good use of learnings from The Great Wall’s
theatrical campaign, Universal celebrated the strength
of the action in the film as well as making great use of
director Zhang Yimou’s credibility. The strategy delivered
exceptional results, with the release topping the charts in
the face of stiff competition.

The campaign also made great use of talent, with Bob
the cat himself helping to drive huge awareness and
excitement around the release. Sony’s campaign showed
great understanding of its target audience and nailed the
execution in reaching it.
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AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

£5M-£14.99M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y E A R
FOR FILM £5M-£14.99M BOX OFFICE

WINNER

MISS PEREGRINE’S
HOME FOR PECULIAR
CHILDREN
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Twentieth Century Fox’s use of Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar photoshoot was the best
use of any marketing that was seen in this category. It did a superb job of really
targeting influencers and making them part of the process and of the campaign.
This approach meant that the release truly delivered in terms of its PR reach and
that is what helped make it stand out from competitors.
The strategy targeted two very distinct markets – teenagers and Tim Burton fans
– which required the creation of campaigns to reach both audiences. They did so
with a wealth of creativity and imagination, using multiple touchpoints from the
film and creating a network of influencers to really help boost the campaign and
reach a younger audience.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS18
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

HACKSAW RIDGE

SPLIT

LIONSGATE UK

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Lionsgate’s campaign for this epic war drama was notable
for successfully reaching a niche section of the target
audience whilst also capitalising on a solid box office
result. The strategy meant that the film’s release delivered
well across all formats and helped it to stand out in a
keenly fought category.

Universal Pictures created a unique campaign to drive
purchase intent. Harnessing the power of the plot, the
campaign for Split was focused on the 23 personalities
of the film’s main character, Kevin. Using one personality
at a time via sequential targeting, the strategy saw Split
go on to become director M. Night Shyamalan’s biggest
film in recent years.
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“I DON’T KNOW WHAT IT IS ABOUT
I DON’T KNOW WHO MADE IT
I DON’T KNOW WHO IS IN IT
I DON’T KNOW HOW IT DID AT THE CINEMA
I DON’T KNOW WHO WATCHED IT
I DON’T KNOW WHO IS RELEASING IT
I DON’T KNOW WHEN IT IS OUT
NOW, WHAT WAS IT YOU WANTED TO SELL ME?”

SALES START BEFORE YOUR SALES PERSON CALLS
WWW.CUEENTERTAINMENT.COM
CONTACT JULIE HARRISS: JULIE.HARRISS@GMAIL.COM
OR SAM ANDREWS: SAMANDREWS@CUEENTERTAINMENT.COM

AWARDS 2018

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

OVER £15M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y E A R
FOR FILM OVER £15M BOX OFFICE

WINNER

FANTASTIC BEASTS
AND WHERE
TO FIND THEM
WARNER BROS. HOME
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Warner Bros. Home Entertainment Group’s campaign really stood out as a clear
winner. All of the judges agreed that it was the most complete campaign from
theatrical to home entertainment, successfully maintaining momentum whilst
working with a raft of partners to deliver spectacular results.
It was a campaign that intended to surprise and delight consumers with interactive
offline and online publicity activations including a national treasure hunt and
talent appearances at the Warner Bros. Studio Tour. Although both box office and
campaign budget were generously proportioned, the Fantastic Beasts campaign
also showed incredible return on investment which ultimately allowed the
campaign to see off all-comers.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS18
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

SING

WONDER WOMAN

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

WARNER BROS. HOME
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Highlighting the film’s brilliant comedy, unforgettable
characters and memorable music, Universal Pictures
created a very clear and clever campaign for the
animated hit. By launching the first ever Home
Entertainment Karaoke Bus Tour, partnering with
performing arts charity, Chickenshed and TV presenter
and personality, Stacey Solomon, the campaign was
boosted even further and inspired children to find their
inner confidence and musical abilities.

Warner Bros. Home Entertainment Group’s campaign for
Wonder Woman maximised increasingly iconic imagery
from the theatrical release as well as a groundswell of
cultural moments generated through creative influencer
activations. Truly on-trend, the campaign was informed
throughout by insight and took full advantage of multiple
platforms to ensure that the theatrical zeitgeist was
recaptured to great effect. A hit with superhero fans,
Warner also ensured that they connected the film to
audiences keen to engage with content that championed
the challenging of stereotypes.

Through multiple partnerships, Universal were able to
push the campaign’s creativity and, in tandem with the
use of the film’s characters, elevate the brand, resulting
in an ingenious campaign.
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TM & © 2018 Sony Pictures Animation Inc. All Rights Reserved.

AWARDS 2018

OUTSTANDING
INNOVATION
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

OU TSTAND I N G I N N OVAT I O N
o f THE YEAR

JOINT
WINNERS

THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
WARNER BROS. HOME
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
This award aims to showcase and reward ground-breaking work being done to
the benefit of the whole category. With so much positive innovation on display
the judges this year decided to jointly award both The Walt Disney Company
and Warner Bros Home Entertainment Group for pioneering initiatives that were
perceived as inspirational ways of both educating the consumer and propelling the
sector forward.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS18
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OU TSTA N D I N G I N N OVAT I O N
of THE Y EAR

JOINT
WINNERS

DIGITAL LEARNING
LOUNGE POP UP
DOWNLOAD
AND KEEP

SPONSORED BY

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
In what was a true industry first, the Warner Bros. Digital Learning Lounge
was set up in Westfield Stratford with a team of brand ambassadors showing
the public how easy it is to download digital movies. Through a multi-faceted
approach, they educated more than 1,000 consumers and sought to benefit the
entire EST market through a mixture of engagement, education and theatre. By
reaching an audience who may not have been engaging with digital retail, they
did the industry a service along the way. Indeed, by engaging with those new
to the digital arena, the judges felt the Warner team not only took a big step
forward for EST, they also created a valuable case study that can have positive
ramifications as the whole industry moves forward.
Download and Keep from The Walt Disney Company was a fantastic and scalable
concept which aimed quite simply to make the process of downloading a film
easier for the consumer. The fully integrated content is what made this campaign
truly effective and stand out from other entries in this category, especially as,
in partnership with the Daily Telegraph and by leveraging great blogger and
influencer activity, it exceeded its targets. Overall, the campaign was considered
an incredibly articulate, forward-thinking and undoubtedly worthwhile project.
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H IGH LY COM M E N D E D

BIG SLEEVE

FREE BOOK OFFER

TESCO PLC

TESCO PLC

#BASEAWARDS18
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

MODULAR DISPLAY –
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY VOL. 2

MUST SEE MOVIES
BEFORE YOU GROW UP

THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

SAINSBURY’S
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T HANK YOU
W E ’ L L S E E YO U N E X T Y E A R

BRITISH ASSOCIATION for SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT

CHAMPIONING THE GROWTH OF SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT ACROSS DISC AND DIGITAL

